Abstract: This article presents a comparison of the entropy production in a laminar and transitional boundary layer flow with the spectral entropy produced in a region of instability induced by an imposed periodic disturbance. The objective of the study is exploratory in nature by computing a boundary-layer environment with well-established computer techniques and comparing the predictions of the maximum rate of entropy production in the wall shear layer with the deterministic prediction of the spectral entropy growth within an inceptive instability in the inner region of the upstream boundary-layer flow. The deterministic values of the spectral entropy within the instability are brought into agreement with the computed rate of entropy production inversely along the shear flow with the assumption that the instability is of a span-wise vortex form and that the spectral entropy components are transported into the wall shear layer by vortex down sweep and are processed into thermodynamic entropy in the boundary-layer wall region.
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Introduction
The engineering computation of the flow of an ideal gas along a wall shear layer is a highly developed field in computational fluid dynamics. Cebeci and Bradshaw [1, 2] , Cebeci [3] , Cebeci and Cousteix [4] have published a series of books that provide detailed descriptions of computed flow configurations. A number of effective computer programs for the computation of boundary-layer flows are based upon the Keller box method, fully described in [1] . Our objective here is to use the Keller box method computing environment as developed and documented by in [1] [2] [3] [4] to compute the entropy production along a wall shear layer of the Falkner-Skan type. The velocity profiles in three-dimensions are computed at an upstream laminar region and then used in the computation of the wall production of the local entropy production. This computing environment is used to calculate the local entropy production in the downstream direction to obtain entropy production rates in both the laminar and transitional regions of the flow.
A model of the flow equations describing the fluctuating velocity components as developed by Townsend [5] is used to predict the presence of a region of induced instability in the inner region of the laminar shear layer. Isaacson [6, 7] has presented a modification of the Townsend flow equations that includes the nonlinear coupling terms. The spectral entropy predicted from the solution of these time-dependent fluctuation equations may be connected to the actual entropy increase observed in the wall regions of the boundary-layer flow.
Finally, the physics of the connection of the flow structures producing the spectral entropy values in the flow instability region with the entropy production in the boundary-layer wall region is addressed.
From the computational results of the modified Townsend equations in the laminar instability region, phase diagrams of the axial and vertical velocity fluctuations with the span wise velocity fluctuations indicate that the flow structures may be of the span wise roll vortex type. We use this observation to employ a computational procedure developed by Chow [8] to compute the induced down sweep of the appropriate fluctuating flow element of a given spectral entropy into the corresponding region of computed wall production of entropy. The axial distance for the computation of the induced down sweep is determined from the distance to the corresponding value of entropy production in the wall shear layer region.
Boundary-Layer Flow Environment
The basic objective of this study is to use the boundary layer flow environments computed with well-established computational tools to establish a basis of a set of entropy production values calculated along a transitional region of a boundary layer flow. Cebeci and Bradshaw [1, 2] , Cebeci and Cousteix [3] , and Cebeci [4] have developed a set of computer source codes for the computation of various wall shear layer environments. These source codes have been used to create computer programs required to compute the desired boundary layer flows, including the necessary gradients in the mean velocities in a three-dimensional configuration. All of the computations in this article were accomplished in the C programming language using a Macintosh OSX computing environment.
Computational Model for the Boundary-Layer Flow
The flow configuration we wish to model is the three-dimensional wall shear layer downstream of an initial starting plane, as indicated in Figure 1 . The flow is from left to right and is assumed to be an ideal gas moving at supersonic velocity over a flat plate with laminar, transitional, and turbulent flow.
The computational procedure developed by Cebeci and Bradshaw [1] is used as the basis for our computations of the boundary layer flow. The flow is of the Falkner-Skan type with an adverse pressure gradient, enhancing the transition from laminar to turbulent flow. The modification, which we introduce, is to impose an initial free stream velocity of unity, making the boundary layer edge velocity dimensionless. The main computer program in the computational procedure developed by Cebeci and Bradshaw [1] establishes "nx" as the station number for the axial direction and the symbol "j" for the vertical grid number for the calculation of the vertical profiles at a given axial station. Following the nomenclature used in the computer program development, we will use "nx" throughout this article to identify the axial station calculations and the vertical grid number "j" to specify the values of the appropriate vertical parameters. We also will include the corresponding axial distance with the nx value and the corresponding η value with the vertical station number j. In an analysis of the conditions for similarity in boundary layer flows, Hansen [9] indicates that both the Blasius profile of the velocity gradient in the x-y plane and the Blasius profile in the z-y plane along the original starting planes are similar. Hence, we apply the computer methods of Cebeci and Bradshaw [1] to the computation of the laminar velocity profile in the x-y plane at the axial station, nx = 4 (x = 0.08), along the x-axis, and the same computer methods to the computation of the laminar velocity profile in the z-y plane at the span wise station, nz = 4 (z = 0.08), along the z-axis.
It is assumed that the velocity profiles in the z-y plane remain laminar as the computations move in the axial direction. Therefore, only the velocity gradients computed in the z-y location at the span wise station nz = 4 (z = 0.08) are used in the computation of the entropy production in the wall shear layer in the axial direction.
However, it is noted that the flow in the axial direction is assumed to be laminar at the axial station of nx = 4 (x = 0.08), undergoes the initiation of transition at nx = 8 (x = 0.16), and then develops the transitional process from this station downstream as x increases. The production of entropy in the wall shear region is then computed at the axial stations of nx = 4 (x = 0.08), nx = 10 (x = 0.16), nx = 18 (x= 0.36), and nx = 36 (x = 0.72). These entropy production values then serve as a basis of comparison for the spectral entropy values which are computed at transformed vertical stations of j = 2 (η = 0.200), j = 10 (η = 1.804), j = 14 (η = 2.608), j = 18 (η = 3.414), and j = 22 (η = 4.221) at the axial station of nx = 4 (x = 0.08) and the span wise station of nz = 4 (z = 0.08).
Since the mathematical and computational procedures for the computation of the boundary layer flow are fully developed and described in [1] [2] [3] [4] , only an outline of the boundary-layer computational procedure is presented here. Where we have used expressions for mean velocity gradients that do not appear in these references, we provide more detail. The momentum equations for the boundary-layer flow may be written as:
where the meaning of each of the symbols is given in the Nomenclature. The boundary conditions are:
For application to thin shear layers that include laminar, transitional, and turbulent regions, the Reynolds shear stress is modeled with the "eddy viscosity" formula, which defines a quantity ε m , having the dimensions of (viscosity) / (density), by:
Following Cebeci and Bradshaw, the Falkner-Skan transformation is defined by:
The velocity at the edge of the boundary layer, u e = u e x ( ), is assumed to vary with distance x. A dimensionless stream function, f x ( ,η), is introduced and is given by:
These definitions yield the results for velocities u and v as:
In these expressions, the prime indicates differentiation with respect to η.
Replacing the pressure gradient term by dp dx = −ρu e du e dx and defining the parameter m as:
Cebeci and Bradshaw write the transformed momentum equation for the thin plane shear layer as:
where:
The boundary conditions for this expression are, with no surface mass transfer:
To implement the numerical solution of this third-order differential equation, the Keller-Cebeci box method replaces it with three first-order differential equations in the following fashion:
The boundary conditions for these three equations are:
Note that in Equations (14) and (15), v is not the y-component velocity. The boundary-layer computer program developed by Cebeci and Bradshaw [1] consists of a MAIN driver routine and eight subroutines that implement the various parts of the program. The subroutines are as follow: INPUT provides the input values of the kinematic viscosity ν and the transformed vertical dimension η at nx = 1 (x = 0.02) and u e , and m as functions of the axial direction x; GRID generates the computational grid across the boundary layer; IVPL generates the initial velocity profile for the laminar portion of the flow; the GROWTH subroutine provides for the growth of the boundary layer; EDDY contains the expressions for the inner and outer eddy viscosity formulations used in the transitional and turbulent portions of the flow; CMOM computes the coefficients of the differenced form of the transformed momentum equation; SOLV3 calculates the recursion formulas that occur in the block elimination of the Keller-Cebeci box method; and OUTPUT provides the output of the computations for the boundary-layer parameters and profiles. The computational data output is stored on external data files for access by the remaining computational procedures in this project.
The implementation of the calculations for the local production of entropy within the boundarylayer flow requires the evaluation of velocity gradients in a three-dimensional format. We have again followed the procedure of Cebeci and Bradshaw [1] in implementing a computational procedure for the development of the boundary layer along the z-y plane as indicated in Figure 1 . Here, however, we uncouple the x-y plane boundary-layer development from the z-y plane and apply the same computer procedure as outlined above to the flow along the z-y plane at the initial laminar region of nx = 4 (x = 0.08), where nx is the axial station number for the development of the initial laminar flow in the axial direction and nz = 4 as the corresponding location in the z-direction. This procedure thus yields the necessary velocity gradients in the z-y plane for both the computations of the local production of entropy within the shear layer and the computation of the unsteady velocity fluctuations in the unstable region of the boundary-layer flow.
In addition to the normal velocity profiles across the boundary layer, gradients in the various flow velocities are also needed. The set of velocity gradients required are the following: 
Utilizing the transformed variables from [1] , the appropriate velocity gradients are obtained from the computational output with the following equations:
In these expressions, the prime indicates differentiation with respect to η. Corresponding expressions are used to determine similar velocity gradients in the z-y plane.
We have chosen the flow environment presented by Cebeci and Bradshaw [1] in their Example 8A.1, which is a two-dimensional incompressible boundary layer flow, initially laminar, but which we allow to undergo transition into a turbulent flow. This example was chosen as a base computational environment with which to compare our computations. A particular set of flow conditions that correspond to this base environment is an atmospheric flight Mach number of 1.44 at an altitude of 30 km which yields a stagnation temperature T 0 = 307.0 K and a stagnation pressure P 0 = 10132.5 N/m 2 .
These values yield a kinematic viscosity of 1.64 × 10 í4 m 2 /s. To simplify the approach to the computational process, we consider this value of the kinematic viscosity as applicable to boundary layers of interest and thus use this value throughout the boundary layer calculations. The density is calculated from the ideal gas equation of state and the dynamic viscosity for air is calculated from the expression given by Zucrow and Hoffman [10] . These values then yield the kinematic viscosity value close to that used in the example program of [1] . We have chosen this approach to allow a straightforward application of the methods of [1] to the numerical solution of the equations describing the basic flow environment.
The basic flow environment that we compute corresponds to a flow with the external velocity given by:
In this expression, u e is the dimensionless edge velocity and x is the dimensionless axial distance. The corresponding pressure gradient parameter, m, is given by
We start the computations at nx = 4 (x = 0.08), thus initially computing the boundary layer as laminar. We take the total number of axial stations, nxt = 50 (x = 1.00), with transition occurring at the axial station ntr = 8 (x = 0.16). The length of the plate is taken as 1.0 m.
For the flow in the z direction, we take the external velocity w e = 0.01, with a pressure gradient of zero in the z direction. The computations are made at a span wise station of nz = 4 (z = 0.08), at the axial station of nx = 4 (x = 0.08), with the span wise results held constant as the computations proceed in the axial direction. This procedure allows us to estimate the required velocity gradients at the initially laminar region in a three-dimensional configuration, as indicated in Figure 1 .
Entropy Production within the Boundary-Layer Flow
One of the primary objectives of this study is to provide a basis of computations of the entropy production within the specified boundary-layer flow. Expressions for the energy dissipation by the various velocity gradients within a laminar shear layer have been developed by a number of authors, including [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Several of these authors, Truitt [13] and Bejan [14] , have extended the expressions for energy dissipation to the volume rate of production of local entropy.
For a three-dimensional system without temperature gradients, we may write the approximate volumetric entropy production rate equation for the viscous region [13] as:
Assuming the independence of the gradients in the x-y and the z-y planes (Equation (18)), the expression for the entropy generation rate per unit mass in the laminar region may then be written in the form:
The ideal gas law may be written in the form:
Substitution of the temperature from this equation into Equation (27) yields the expression for the dimensionless rate of entropy production (1/s) due to viscous shear stresses as:
Using the values for the various velocity gradients obtained from the computer solutions, the results of the computation of the dimensionless rate of entropy production in the laminar region of the boundary-layer flow at the axial station, nix = 4 (x = 0.08) and the span wise station of nz = 4 (z = 0.08) is shown in Figure 2 . The production of entropy in the viscous flow region is assumed to occur on the molecular scale of the flow of the working gas. The flow is assumed to possess an axial mean velocity in the free-stream. The no-slip condition for the gas at the wall surface assumes that this axial momentum is brought to zero at the surface. We may assume that the entropy of the molecular state with zero axial velocity is a maximum in the thermodynamic sense, and that the entropy of flow elements that have components of axial velocity are at a lower entropy state. Thus, the production of molecular-level entropy in the wall region is brought about by the irreversible dissolution of the directed kinetic energy of the flow velocity by the viscous shear stresses resulting from the no-slip condition imposed at the surface. Since the flow is assumed to be laminar, molecular processes bring about the dissolution of directed kinetic energy across laminar layers, not by the transport of macroscopic flow elements [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
For flows that exhibit intermittency and turbulent behavior, the concepts of intermittency and eddy viscosity are introduced [22] [23] [24] . The concept of eddy viscosity is actually defined by Equation (4), with measured values of the turbulent shear stress, −ρu'v' , divided by the measured mean velocity gradient, du dy . In the expression for the turbulent shear stress, u' and v' are fluctuations of macroscopic elements of the axial and vertical velocity components. These fluctuations are reflective of macroscopic heat transfer processes for the constant-temperature hot-wire anemometry system used to obtain the measurements. The values of these fluctuations are much higher than the diffusive processes that take place in the laminar case. The flow elements that produce these fluctuations thus contain considerable levels of directed kinetic energy associated with the axial and vertical velocity directions. Again, for an adiabatic wall, (equilibrium of surface temperature with the adjacent gas layer), this layer will have maximum entropy. Those fluid elements away from the wall will have macroscopic deviations from a uniform distribution, and thus will have lower values of entropy [25] [26] [27] . The production of entropy in the intermittent and eddy viscosity cases will involve the irreversible dissolution of the directed kinetic energies of the macroscopic elements brought into the wall region of the flow. In this sense, the turbulent regions of the flow are more ordered than the laminar regions. The essential point here is that the turbulent regions of the flow contain macroscopic flow elements with considerable levels of directed kinetic energy, serving as the source for the production of entropy in the wall region.
The entropy generation rate in the transitional and turbulent regions of the boundary layer flow is assumed to be dominated by the eddy viscosity term and may be written as:
Combining Equations (4), (10), and (21), the dimensionless entropy generation rate (1/s) in the transitional and turbulent regions of the flow becomes:
The dimensionless production rates for the entropy in the transitional and turbulent regions of the flow are presented in 
Transformation of the Townsend Equations
Crepeau [28] studied the behavior of the spectral entropy in the axial direction of a transitional boundary layer for a specified vertical location (η = 5.0), with the Reynolds number based on the axial distance x as the control parameter. A modified form of the Townsend equations was used to calculate the spectral entropy behavior in the boundary-layer flow. The results of this study imply the development of a fluid instability arising near the wall and propagating upwards. The important results obtained by Crepeau [28] warrant further investigation to evaluate the characteristics of the implied upward "burst" of instability through the boundary layer.
Considerable effort has recently been devoted to the study of the transition of laminar boundary layers brought about by the existence of free-stream disturbances. A thorough review of both mathematical and experimental results has been presented in the collection of articles edited by Gad-el-Hak and Tsai [29] . Recent work has been presented in [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . These references present an extensive review of the recent work in this field and hence a review of this work will not be repeated here. However, several aspects of the so-called by-pass transition process are essential to our mathematical model and hence will be discussed here. One of the essential aspects of these studies is the evidence that strong free-stream turbulence produces elongated stream wise structures with narrow span wise scales. These disturbances apparently give rise to a periodic modulation of the stream wise velocity. We will use the results of [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] to further investigate the possibilities of the existence of vertical bursts occurring near the wall in a boundary-layer flow, as implied in the results of [28] .
The Navier-Stokes equations describing this flow are transformed through a Fourier analysis into a Lorenz-type format, specifically keeping the nonlinear coupling terms. The coefficient of the nonlinear terms is simplified into a form obtained from the perturbation theory of non-relativistic quantum mechanics as described by Landau and Lifshitz [35] . Using the Fourier expansion procedure as presented by Townsend [5] , the equations of motion for the boundary-layer flow may be separated into steady plus fluctuating values of the velocity components. The velocity fluctuations around the mean values of the velocity components will thus be of primary interest. The equations for the velocity fluctuations may be written as follows [5] :
In these equations, Ȟ is the kinematic viscosity. The pressure term may be transformed as:
In these expressions, the mean velocity components are denoted by U i , with i = 1,2,3 representing the x, y, and z components, while x j , with j = 1,2,3, denote the x, y, and z distances. The three mean velocity components and the nine gradients in the mean velocities are obtained from the solutions for the boundary-layer flow as outlined in previous sections.
As Townsend [5] points out, the pressure is determined by the velocity and temperature fields and is not a local quantity but depends on the entire field of velocity and temperature. The elimination of the pressure fluctuation term introduces nonlinear coupling between the velocity coefficients. In our work here, we will introduce an internal feedback mechanism that will model the nonlinear interaction process but will allow the resulting equations to be integrated in time. The velocity fluctuations may be expanded in terms of a sum of Fourier components as:
The variation with time of each Fourier component of the fluctuation field is then given by the equation for each of the velocity wave vector amplitudes:
The equations for the rate of change of the wave numbers are:
The equations for the fluctuating velocity components may be transformed by Fourier expansion into a form similar to Lorenz-type equations, as shown by Hellberg and Orszag [36] and Isaacson [6, 7] . The equations resulting from the transformation process have been presented in other publications and references to them may be found in [6] .
In the mathematical model used in this study, the coefficients in the set of differential equations for the variation of the wave numbers are replaced by periodic functions of the form cos(ω 0 t), where ω 0 is an amplification factor for the frequency of the periodic disturbances. This set of equations forms a set of external control parameters, as discussed by Klimontovich [37] . A second set of internal control parameters is provided by the values of the mean velocity gradients determined in the solution of the boundary-layer flow as discussed in previous sections.
The computational solution of the nonlinear Townsend equations for the fluctuating components of the velocity wave vectors in our study is aided by the introduction of these two sets of feedback parameters. The first set of parameters is obtained by the ad hoc replacement of the gradients of the mean velocities that appear in Equation (36) by a periodic cosine function [37] as follows:
In these expressions, ω 0 is an externally applied frequency factor, held constant at ω 0 = 4.0 throughout the computations. The initial values for the wave numbers are:
With this approximation, we uncouple the continuity equations for the wave numbers from the solutions of the deterministic equations for the velocity fluctuation wave vectors. The solution of these equations for the time dependent wave numbers provides results that are stored in files available for input into the computational solutions of the deterministic equations for the fluctuating velocity coefficients. These results for the wave numbers represent the influence of the externally applied free-stream disturbances across all of the boundary layer vertical stations for which solutions of the deterministic equations will be sought.
A preliminary evaluation of the results of the computations of the deterministic equations for an amplitude of unity for the cosine functions and a frequency factor of ω 0 = 4.0 yielded consistent results for the computations. However, for deterministic equations of the Lorenz-type, the results are very sensitive to the values of the external control parameters. We are therefore exploring the behavior of the computational results for the deterministic equations for various values of input amplitude of the cosine functions and for various values of the frequency factor. These results will be reported in a future paper.
The next approximation is to the set of first-order nonlinear differential equations describing the equations of motion of the fluctuating velocity components. We substitute the term ) 1 (
as the coefficient of the nonlinear terms in the equations for the time rate of change of the a i (k) coefficients.
In this expression [38, 39] :
where K 1 is an ad hoc adjustable weight of the perturbation and k(t) is the magnitude of the timedependent wave vector given by:
The value for K 1 has been arbitrarily set to 0.10, which allows the computations to remain stable throughout the time step range for each of the vertical stations examined. Variations in the value of K 1 will be examined in the on-going numerical study of the effects of the external control parameters on the solutions of the deterministic equations describing the flow instabilities.
The three deterministic equations for the velocity coefficients may then be written as: (45) Note that the perturbation factor (1 − F 1 ) is applied to the nonlinear terms in the equations for dt da y and dt da z , and not to one of the directly accessible dependent variables. This is a significant change from the practice in the study of synchronization and chaos [38, 39] . The form of the perturbation factor and the application of the factor to the nonlinear terms are motivated by the perturbation analysis of the wave functions in non-relativistic quantum mechanics. This has been demonstrated by a specific example reported in [35] . The application of the perturbation factor in this fashion implies that the nonlinear terms in the first-order equations for the velocity fluctuations represent transition probabilities from an initial state to a secondary state. The second set of feedback parameters [37] are internal to the boundary-layer flow and consists of the set of values obtained for the various mean velocity gradients at each vertical station, j (η), in the laminar boundary layer at the axial station nx = 4 (x = 0.08) and the span wise station nz = 4 (z = 0.08). The equations for the mean velocity gradients in the x-y and y-z planes of the boundary-layer flow are obtained from the solution of the boundary layer environment as described in previous sections. The computational results, stored in external files, provide the gradients of the various mean velocities at the specified vertical locations within the laminar boundary layer at the axial station nx = 4 (x = 0.08), with the computations at each vertical location proceeding from the wall surface to the outer boundary of the shear layer. 
The equations are integrated using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta technique with computer source codes as presented by Press et al. [40] . First, the three first-order differential equations for the wave numbers are integrated in time with the resulting series stored to files on the hard drive. A time step of 0.0001 s is used with a total of 12,288 time steps included in the integration process. The resulting time-series are stored in external data files. These data files thus become available for the spectral analysis as described in the next section. Figure 6 indicates that a flow instability occurs very near the wall at the transformed vertical position of j = 2 (η = 0.200). With a time step for the integration of these equations equal to 0.0001, a very rapid development of the instabilities is indicated. Figure 7 plots the phase plane behavior of the vertical velocity wave vector, a y , versus the axial velocity wave vector, a x , for the transformed vertical location of j = 2 (η = 0.200). These results indicate that the effects of the external periodic disturbance are transmitted through the entire boundary layer structure. As indicated in both Figures 6 and 7 , the magnitudes of the a x and a y wave vectors are significant, thus representing a largely vertical burst of fluctuating fluid elements. These result are at the axial location of nx = 4 (x = 0.08). The phase components of the vertical and horizontal fluctuations have contracted significantly in a very short vertical direction. These results, however, imply the existence of a span wise vortex, with a significant rotation in the x-y plane for the velocity vectors. The prediction of a vertical "burst" of an ordered structure is evident in these results. Figure 10 presents the time step results for the axial velocity wave vector component, a x , at the vertical station j = 18 (η = 3.414) and indicates the development of a weak instability in the wave vector results. These results are considerably reduced in value, thus indicating that at this further distance from the surface, the instabilities have decreased significantly. Figure 11 is the phase plane plot of the vertical velocity wave vector, a y versus the axial velocity wave vector, a x for j = 18 (η=3.414), again demonstrating the reduced level of the instability. Finally, Figure 12 shows the time step results for the axial velocity wave vector, a x at the vertical station j = 22 (η = 4.221) indicating that at this station, the axial velocity wave vector changes direction from positive x to a negative x direction. 
The Prediction of Spectral Entropy from the Deterministic Results
The Maximum Entropy Method (MEM) [41] is used extensively in the analysis of nonlinear time series data. Our use of this method is based upon the presentation by Chen [42] , in which the method, known as Burg's method, was applied to the extraction of spectral energy densities from seismic nonlinear time series data. Chen [42] presented the first source code for the improvement of Burg's method in the extraction of the desired spectral information from the data.
One of the significant advantages of the maximum entropy method over the use of the filtered fast Fourier transform (FFT) method is the enhancement of the spectral peaks in the spectral energy density distribution. Our previous experience with the maximum entropy method and the existence of useful source codes for the analysis of the predicted time series led to our use of this method for the evaluation of the spectral entropy for each segment in the series of segments representing an internal block of data from the complete nonlinear time series data.
The method of analysis used for our study is the prediction of the distribution of the spectral entropy of the block of data in the computed nonlinear time series. The individual fluctuating histories for the axial and vertical velocity wave-vector components are combined into one time series by adding the squares of each component for each time step. The selected time series is divided into 64 segments with 32 data sets per segment. The maximum entropy method [41] , is then applied to each segment of 32 data sets to obtain 16 spiked values of the power spectral density, f r , for each particular segment. The probability values of each set of particular spectral densities for each segment is then computed from
. The methods of [43] [44] [45] are then applied to the probability distributions for each segment to develop the spectral entropy for the given segment. The spectral entropy (dimensionless) is defined as:
for the j-th segment. This procedure is applied to each of the 64 segments over the selected time range.
To establish an appropriate form for the set of equations describing the boundary-layer flow, we employed the following procedure: First, the physics of the shear layer are represented in the form of six first-order differential equations. The first three equations represent the evaluation of the behavior of the wave numbers with the imposed set of external control parameters throughout the integration process. Second, the integration of the equations of motion and the computation of the kinetic energy associated with the axial and vertical velocity fluctuations are computed. These are computed with the boundary layer velocity gradients serving as the set of internally applied control parameters. Third, local spectral entropy is computed for the vertical station of j = 16 (η = 3.011) at nx = 4 (x = 0.08) for the block of data from 8192 to 10240 time steps in the time span of the computation. Figure 13 indicates that for the selected time span, regions of sharp incoherent spectral entropy occur between broader regions of coherent spectral entropy. Low values of spectral entropy indicate coherent or ordered vortices, while high spectral entropy values indicate the dissolution of the ordered kinetic energy into regions of incoherent, but significant, kinetic energy. Figure 14 , at j = 20 (η = 3.817), shows only a single peak of spectral entropy in a region of small spectral entropy, thus indicating a sharp region of dissolution of directed kinetic energy. Figure 15 presents the spectral entropy for the vertical station of j = 22 (η = 4.221) at the axial station of nix = 4 (x = 0.08). Here, the spectral entropy does not indicate any peaks or valleys, but a uniformly increasing value across the selected time series. However, these values are three orders of magnitude smaller than the values indicated in the previous peaks of spectral entropy. Also, the dissolution of the instabilities into lower levels of spectral entropy occurs at just over half the height of the boundary layer thickness (η = 4.221 compared with η ∞ = 8.00).
The region of spectral entropy values at j = 22 (η = 4.221) is the region that contributes to the predicted spectral entropy of the overall flow into the boundary-layer dissolution region. This region thus provides a source of flow element kinetic energy available for "dissolution" where the incoming spectral entropy flow is transformed into the wall thermodynamic entropy production region. These incoming flow elements thus provide a flow reservoir of spectral entropy elements, which, through an irrotational "scrambling" process, reach the level of physical scales that ultimately dissipate into background thermodynamic entropy [46] . Mathieu and Scott [47] have discussed this "scrambling" process in much more detail. Sagaut and Camdon [48] have described the flow of spectral entropy elements into the dissipation region as a "streaming" process. Figure 15 also shows selected maximum turbulent boundary layer entropy production rates for various axial positions along the shear layer. Note that the higher production rates are nearer the origin of the transition region, and decrease in maximum value along the axial distance of the wall shear layer. 
Spectral Entropy Transfer Process
The primary objective of this study has been to obtain computed rates of entropy production in a physical flow environment using well-established numerical techniques, and to then explore an ad hoc flow instability within that physical environment for spectral entropies of comparable value. We should note that we have not established a rational connection between the computed values for each of the entropy parameters. The scientific connection between these two entropy concepts remains to be developed. In this section, we wish to explore a possible transfer mechanism for the spectral entropy to the wall layer for processing into thermodynamic entropy.
The entropy production results from the computational study of the boundary layer flow as distributed along the axial distance, x, are very close in value to the spectral entropy results found at the vertical station j = 22 (η = 4.221), above the unstable region of the boundary-layer profile.
Chow [8] has presented a computational procedure for evaluating the roll-up of wing-tip vortices produced by a lifting airfoil. In this procedure, a wing of total span of 2b is assumed to produce an axially directed vortex sheet from wing tip to wing tip. Chow [8] computes the induced vortex motion at the wing tip on one side of the total wingspan as a function of time from the initiation of the motion of the wing. This is accomplished by replacing the vortex sheet by a finite number of axially-directed spiral vortices and, from the law of Biot and Savart [8] , determining the motion of the tip vortex induced by the finite number of vortices making up the vortex sheet.
We have implemented this program to determine the motion of the upper part of the boundary-layer structure at j = 22 (η = 4.221) transporting the spectral elements into the wall shear layer. We assume the vortices in the unstable part of the vertical profile have axes in the z-direction, of unspecified span wise dimension. We then construct a vortex sheet with axes in the span wise direction between the original vortex axial location and an appropriate downstream axial station. We assume this distance to be normalized. We replace this vortex sheet with four span wise vortex structures, and use the program of [8] to compute the motion of the fourth structure. However, we invert the solution about the axial coordinate, with the results indicating the downward sweep of the induced vortex toward the wall shear layer. Figure 16 indicates the downward sweep of the induced vortex motion toward the wall shear layer. It should be noted that in Figure 16 , the y position of y = 0.0 is the normalized vertical location of the original vortex structure and that the induced downward sweep is at a normalized axial station and is well below the vertical location of the original vortex.
If it is assumed that this entire process is reversible, then this mechanism brings those fluid elements represented by spectral entropy (or directed kinetic energy available for dissolution into thermodynamic entropy) into the wall shear layer for processing into thermodynamic entropy. Thus, the process of induced vortex motion and the concepts of intermittency and eddy viscosity seem to be closely related. The establishment of a scientific relationship between spectral entropy and thermodynamic entropy will require the discovery of particular examples in which both parameters may be evaluated and connected with rational mathematical models. Photographs of the dynamic motion of the shear layer behavior above a cloud formation may be helpful in this regard.
A sequence of photographs of the formation of instabilities along the vertical shear layer above a cumulus cloud structure is shown in Figures 17a-d . The atmospheric flow is from left to right. These photographs show the time development of an induced down sweep of the upper layers of the vortex structure. If it assumed that the flow elements with the highest spectral entropy are along the top layer of the induced flow, then these photographs indicate that the upper layer is transported deepest toward the origin of the instability. This is in agreement with the computations of the axial distribution of the shear layer entropy, with the highest shear layer entropy production rate at the axial distance of nx = 10 (x = 0.20), decreasing to the lowest calculated value at nx = 36 (x = 0.72). Thus, the induced down sweep of the vortex structure may spread the spectral elements along the axial distance, in an inverse manner relative to the values of the spectral entropy. The final image indicates that the down sweep structure then uniformly dissolves into the background flow. 
Conclusions
The complete set of equations for the fluctuating velocity wave vectors within a boundary-layer flow has been reduced to a set of equations similar to the Lorenz equations with the introduction of sets of external and internal control parameters. It should be noted that the computed values for the spectral entropy for each of the vertical boundary layer locations is the spectral entropy of the squared values of the fluctuating axial and vertical velocity wave-vectors. The occurrence of a strong vertical "burst" of instability is found near the surface of the boundary-layer flow and that the instability propagates vertically into the shear layer. It has also been found that the intensity of the alternating coherent and incoherent portions of the instability decrease in the vertical direction of the boundary layer profile. At a certain position within the vertical velocity profile, the instability has transformed into a completely incoherent form with a spectral entropy distribution that inversely mirrors the development of the entropy production rate along the axial direction of the transitional boundary-layer flow. The fluid element instability behavior undergoes a "streaming" or a "dissolution" into the range of ultimate dissipation of the turbulent kinetic energy into background thermodynamic entropy within the region near the wall in the shear layer flow. The results for the numerical calculations of spectral entropy distribution across the shear layer show very close inverse agreement with the computationally determined entropy production rate in the transitional wall shear layer for various axial positions along the wall.
